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ABSTRACT
Automated program repair (APR) techniques have shown great suc-
cess in automatically finding fixes for programs in programming
languages such as C or Java. In this work, we focus on repairing for-
mal specifications, in particular for the Alloy specification language.
As opposed to most APR tools, our approach to repair Alloy speci-
fications, named ICEBAR, does not use test-based oracles for patch
assessment. Instead, ICEBAR relies on the use of property-based
oracles, commonly found in Alloy specifications as predicates and
assertions. These property-based oracles define stronger conditions
for patch assessment, thus reducing the notorious overfitting issue
caused by using test-based oracles, typically observed in APR con-
texts. Moreover, as assertions and predicates are inherent to Alloy,
whereas test cases are not, our tool is potentially more appealing
to Alloy users than test-based Alloy repair tools.

At a high level, ICEBAR is an iterative, counterexample-based
process, that generates and validates repair candidates. ICEBAR
receives a faulty Alloy specification with a failing property-based
oracle, and uses Alloy’s counterexamples to build tests and feed
ARepair, a test-based Alloy repair tool, in order to produce a repair
candidate. The candidate is then checked against the property oracle
for overfitting: if the candidate passes, a repair has been found;
if not, further counterexamples are generated to construct tests
and enhance the test suite, and the process is iterated. ICEBAR
includes different mechanisms, with different degrees of reliability,
to generate counterexamples from failing predicates and assertions.

Our evaluation shows that ICEBAR significantly improves over
ARepair, in both reducing overfitting and improving the repair rate.
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Moreover, ICEBAR shows that iterative refinement allows us to
significantly improve a state-of-the-art tool for automated repair
of Alloy specifications without any modifications to the tool.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decade or so, many automated program repair (APR)
techniques have been introduced to fix non-trivial bugs [20, 26, 29,
30, 32, 34–36, 38, 39, 42, 45, 59, 60]. These techniques concentrate
in programs (e.g., C and Java), and to maintain automation, they
typically exploit common elements in program development. In
particular, APR techniques typically require a test suite, e.g., for
auxiliary tasks such as fault localization, but most importantly as
an acceptance criterion for candidate patches [32]. That is, a fix
candidate is usually considered a valid patch if it passes the test suite
accompanying the program. This “test suites as oracles” situation
makes the effectiveness of repair approaches strongly depend on
the quality of the test suites. Moreover, the inherent partiality of
tests as specifications make repair techniques subject to overfitting,
i.e., the problem of producing patches that pass the corresponding
test suite but do not fix the program in general [31, 44, 47, 53].

While repair techniques have emphasized the automated fixing
of programs, other software artifacts such as software specifications
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are also subject to hard-to-repair defects, and thus can profit from
automated repair. Software specifications are used for problem do-
main modeling and for software design. Unfortunately, correctly
capturing an informal problem description and devising sound
design ideas are challenging, error-prone, and arduous tasks. Of
course, defects in specifications can lead to incorrect implemen-
tations, and thus detecting, localizing, and fixing those errors are
highly relevant areas of research. For these reasons, borrowing
approaches for program repair and applying these for software
specification repair is worthwhile. This presents, simultaneously,
difficulties for the application of repair techniques, and opportuni-
ties to improve the effectiveness of these techniques. For instance,
in the context of formal specifications, it is usual to have property-
based specification “oracles”, in the form of properties that are
expected to hold from the specification assumptions. Oracles in the
form of test cases, that are commonly found for programs, are more
rarely seen accompanying specifications. Notice how the absence of
tests prevents the direct application of automated repair approaches,
and at the same time the existence of stronger property-based ora-
cles would provide an opportunity for reducing the overfitting of
program repair techniques, in the context of specifications.

Based on the above observations, we present ICEBAR (Itera-
tive CounterExample Based Alloy Repair), a technique and tool for
automatically repairing formal specifications written in the Alloy
language [21]. Alloy is an expressive formal specification language
with support for SAT-solving based property checking, that has
many applications in software development, including telecommu-
nication protocol design [61], security analysis in mobile applica-
tions [6, 8, 9], automated test generation [5, 24, 41], and bounded
program verification [14–16]. ICEBAR builds upon ARepair [55], an
automated repair tool for Alloy specifications that, in the spirit of
traditional APR, requires test cases, both for fault localization and
for patch acceptance checking. ARepair introduces the difficulty
of getting test cases for the specification to be repaired, which are
typically not part of Alloy specifications. It is also seriously affected
by overfitting, and does not exploit property-based oracles likely to
be present in specifications. ICEBAR, on the other hand, receives
an Alloy specification with a failing property-based oracle, and
uses Alloy’s counterexamples to automatically build tests and feed
ARepair, to search for a repair candidate. The produced candidate
is then checked against the property oracle for overfitting: if the
candidate satisfies the properties, a repair has been found; if not,
further counterexamples are generated to build tests that enhance
the test suite, disregarding the currently produced candidate, and
the process is iterated. Thus, our obtained repairs cannot be overfit-
ting with respect to the property-based oracles (which are in turn
stronger than the tests), but may still be overfitting in the sense
that they may not conform with the developer’s intention, beyond
what the property-based oracles express.

Alloy property checking comes, essentially, in two forms: as-
serting that a property is a consequence of the specification and
querying for the satisfiability of a property, in conjunction with the
specification. Thus, two kinds of failing properties can be found:
an expected property does not hold, and thus the solver produces
a counterexample, and a property expected to be consistent with
the specification is found inconsistent. In the former, a test case
can be produced from the counterexample, that we can reliably

incorporate into a test suite to run ARepair. In the latter, we may
produce model instances from which to build test cases by relaxing
the property or specification (with the sole purpose of producing
instances), but the produced test cases are unreliable, in the sense
that one does not know a priori if these represent behaviors that
the correct specification should allow for, or not. ICEBAR includes
mechanisms to produce both kinds of test cases, and processes these
differently according to their reliability, to automatically guide the
search for specification repairs.

Besides presenting our technique in detail, we perform an exper-
imental evaluation over two Alloy repair benchmarks (consisting
of faulty Alloy specifications used in evaluating previous Alloy re-
pair techniques), that show that the technique effectively improves
ARepair’s ability to repair Alloy specifications. More precisely, ICE-
BAR improves ARepair’s repair rate by 5.7X and 2.3X , respectively,
in the two benchmarks. Our approach is also able to repair spec-
ifications that are beyond what other tools for Alloy repair [11]
can handle. The tool and all the experimental data associated with
its evaluation are available as a replication package [3]. We also
provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation [4].

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We now introduce Alloy modeling, and discuss specification vali-
dation, debugging and repair, as a motivation for our technique.

2.1 Alloy Modeling
Consider the problem of formally capturing linked lists, and the
notions involved in this data representation, such as the structural
description of the linear object organization, the constraints that
enforce (a)cyclicity, etc. A language that may be used to formally
specify linked lists is Alloy [21]. Alloy is a formal specification lan-
guage with numerous applications in the modeling and analysis of
software. The language has been designed taking into account spec-
ification readability, expressiveness and analyzability (among other
design dimensions). Regarding readability, specifications in Alloy
involve a few abstractions, with precise semantics, that are easy to
grasp for software developers. The style of specifications in Alloy
is model oriented, organized around the definition of data domains,
and relations between these domains. While the language is formal
and relational in nature, its specifications retain an intuitive reading,
and Alloy model descriptions resemble object-oriented modeling.
With respect to expressiveness, specification constraints are ex-
pressed in Alloy’s relational logic [21], essentially a first-order logic
complemented with relational operators (in particular reflexive-
transitive and transitive closures), that extend the expressiveness
of the language beyond that of predicate logic. Finally, regarding
analyzability, Alloy supports fully automated analysis, by reducing
bounded satisfiability and validity checking of Alloy specifications
to SAT solving. Alloy modeling is supported by the Alloy Analyzer,
the tool that allows one to write models and automatically analyze
them via the above mentioned SAT-based procedure.

Returning to the problem of specifying linked lists, a formal
attempt to capturing this concept in the Alloy language is shown
in Figure 1. This model (this is the way in which specifications are
referred to in the context of Alloy) is in fact taken verbatim from the
case studies used as part of the evaluation in [55] (themodel is called
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student5). The model mentions four data domains, which in Alloy
are captured via signatures (and formally introduce unary relations,
i.e., sets). Signatures List and Node define domains for lists and
nodes, respectively. The predefined Int signature (integers) is used
to represent elements stored in list’s nodes. Signatures can declare
typed fields, which give structure to the specification, and formally
declare relations from the signature where they are defined, to
the corresponding type. For instance, the two fields of signature
Node, namely link and elem, declare binary relations from the
Node set (the domain associated with this signature) to Node and
Int, respectively. The cardinality constraints in these fields simply
indicate that each node may be mapped to any number of nodes
and elements via the corresponding relations (set indicates “zero
or more”). Finally, signature Boolean declares a domain with two
atoms (constants) True and False, using abstract signatures (sets
with no proper elements), signature extension (relational inclusion,
which can model inheritance), and cardinality constraints on sig-
natures (a “one” signature has exactly one element, and different
signatures extending a given one must be disjoint).

Alloy specifications can also include facts, that represent as-
sumptions of the specification, and are captured using Alloy’s re-
lational logic. Fact CardinalityConstraints in the specification
constrains further the cardinalities of fields: every list has at most
one header (operator lone indicates the expression can have car-
dinality zero or one); every node can have at most one link; and
every node has exactly one element (operator one indicates the
expression must have cardinality one).

Alloy specifications typically involve the definition of predicates,
parameterized formulas that can be used to describe properties,
model operations, characterize families of scenarios, and even be
called from other predicates and facts. For instance, predicate Loop
describes a property of list structures: a list This satisfies Loop
iff: (i) all nodes are reachable from the header of This through
traversals of link (all is universal quantification, dot denotes rela-
tional composition, * is reflexive-transitive closure, and in denotes
relational inclusion); and (ii) either This has no header, or there
exists exactly one node reachable from This.header through link,
that can reach itself through link (quantifier one is “exists exactly
one”, and ^ denotes transitive closure).

Predicates can also be used to model operations. Predicate
Contains is an example of this usage, where some predicate param-
eters represent inputs (This and x) and some the outputs (result);
this predicate captures the contains operation, that checks whether
an element belong to a list or not.

Finally, Alloy models can include assertions to represent intended
properties of the specification, i.e., properties that should hold in
every scenario where the specification assumptions are satisfied.
Our sample model has no assertion; for the sake of presentation, we
will introduce one. An expected property of the model may be that,
under the assumption of the facts, if RepOk holds and Contains
returns True for some element, then the list cannot be empty:
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expression must have cardinality one).

Alloy specifications typically involve the definition of predicates,
parameterized formulas that can be used to describe properties,
model operations, characterize families of scenarios, and even be
called from other predicates and facts. For instance, predicate Loop
describes a property of list structures: a list This satisfies Loop
iff: (i) all nodes are reachable from the header of This through
traversals of link (all is universal quantification, dot denotes rela-
tional composition, * is reflexive-transitive closure, and in denotes
relational inclusion); and (ii) either This has no header, or there
exists exactly one node reachable from This.header through link,
that can reach itself through link (quantifier one is “exists exactly
one”, and ˆ denotes transitive closure).

Predicates can also be used to model operations. Predicate
Contains is an example of this usage, where some predicate param-
eters represent inputs (This and x) and some the outputs (result);
this predicate captures the contains operation, that checks whether
an element belong to a list or not.

Finally, Alloy models can include assertions to represent intended
properties of the specification, i.e., properties that should hold in
every scenario where the specification assumptions are satisfied.
Our sample model has no assertion; for the sake of presentation, we
will introduce one. An expected property of the model may be that,
under the assumption of the facts, if RepOk holds and Contains
returns True for some element, then the list cannot be empty:
assert ContainsTrueImpliesNonEmptyList {

all l: List | RepOk[l] and (some x: Int | Contains[l, x, True])
implies some l.header

}

Alloy models can be automatically analyzed in essentially two
ways, that are reduced to SAT solving. On one hand, given a predi-
cate and a so-called scope, defining a maximum number of elements
for each of the domains in the specification, Alloy Analyzer can
check for the satisfiability (or alternatively, the unsatisfiability) of

sig List {
header: set Node

}

sig Node {
link: set Node,
elem: set Int

}

// Correct
fact CardinalityConstraints {

all l: List | lone l.header
all n: Node | lone n.link
all n: Node | one n.elem

}

// Correct
pred Loop(This: List) {

all n: Node | n in This.header.*link
no This.header || one n: This.header.*link | n in n.^link

}

// Underconstraint. Should consider link = n1 -> n2 without loop.
pred Sorted(This: List) {

all n: This.header.*link | n.elem <= n.link.elem
}

pred RepOk(This: List) {
Loop[This]
Sorted[This]

}

// Correct
pred Count(This: List, x: Int, result: Int) {

RepOk[This]
result = #{n:This.header.*link | n.elem = x}

}

abstract sig Boolean {}
one sig True, False extends Boolean {}

// Correct
pred Contains (This: List, x: Int, result: Boolean) {

RepOk[This]
#{n: This.header.*link | x in n.elem} != 0 => result = True
#{n: This.header.*link | x in n.elem} = 0 => result = False

}

fact IGNORE {
one List
List.header.*link = Node

}

Figure 1: A faulty Alloy model of linked lists.

the predicate within the scope. This analysis basically answers the
question: does there exist an instance of the specification that does not
exceed the scope, and satisfies the facts and the predicate? Since the
scope makes the number of potential instances finite, the satisfiabil-
ity problem, for a given scope, becomes decidable. Alloy Analyzer
implements this bounded satisfiability check by reducing it to a
propositional satisfiability problem, that is in turn solved by an
off-the-shelf SAT solver. Similarly, given an assertion, and a scope,
Alloy Analyzer can check for its validity, within the scope. It then
answers the question: Does this assertion hold for all instances of
the specification that do not exceed the scope and satisfy the facts?
Of course, this can be turned into a satisfiability problem simply
negating the assertion, and Alloy Analyzer checks it that way, via
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Alloy models can be automatically analyzed in essentially two
ways, that are reduced to SAT solving. On one hand, given a predi-
cate and a so-called scope, defining a maximum number of elements
for each of the domains in the specification, Alloy Analyzer can
check for the satisfiability (or alternatively, the unsatisfiability) of
the predicate within the scope. This analysis basically answers the
question: does there exist an instance of the specification that does not
exceed the scope, and satisfies the facts and the predicate? Since the
scope makes the number of potential instances finite, the satisfiabil-
ity problem, for a given scope, becomes decidable. Alloy Analyzer
implements this bounded satisfiability check by reducing it to a
propositional satisfiability problem, that is in turn solved by an
off-the-shelf SAT solver. Similarly, given an assertion, and a scope,
Alloy Analyzer can check for its validity, within the scope. It then
answers the question: Does this assertion hold for all instances of
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the specification that do not exceed the scope and satisfy the facts?
Of course, this can be turned into a satisfiability problem simply
negating the assertion, and Alloy Analyzer checks it that way, via
a reduction to SAT solving. Two commands issuing these kinds of
checks for our sample model are the following:
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a reduction to SAT solving. Two commands issuing these kinds of
checks for our sample model are the following:

run RepOk for 5 but exactly 1 List expect 1
check ContainsTrueImpliesNonEmptyList for 10 expect 0

Together with the scope, these commands indicate an expecta-
tion (a boolean represented with 1 for true and 0 for false), since
Alloy Analyzer allows one to indicate if a predicate is expected to
be satisfiable/unsatisfiable, and an assertion is expected to be valid
or invalid. Note that when, as a result of analyzing a command, an
analysis check is satisfiable (e.g., a predicate is found satisfiable, or
an assertion is found invalid), an instance witnessing this result is
produced. The developer can use it as an example of a satisfying
predicate, or as a violation of an intended assertion, to help confirm
his or her modeling decisions, and improve or debug the model,
when the result contradicts the expectation.

2.2 Alloy Test Cases
Aswe just described, specification instances or scenarios are present
during Alloy modeling, as a result of the analysis. Instances wit-
nessing the satisfiability of a predicate, or counterexamples to the
validity of an assertion, are generated and returned to the devel-
oper, as a result of performing automated SAT-based analysis. But
scenarios are typically not described within the same Alloy model,
in fact, Alloy instances are not even part of Alloy model’s syntax.
However, since the language is sufficiently expressive, a developer
can in fact specify concrete scenarios into an Alloy model. This is
used in many practical settings, in particular to make the constraint
solver “fill in” a partial scenario [54].

Concrete specification scenarios can also be useful as a vehicle
for validating formal specifications. The idea here is that, via the
definition of various concrete specification instances, and appropri-
ately indicating if these correspond to behaviors that are expected or
not from the specification, one would also be able to explicitly state
expectations on the specification. These will be scenario-specific,
as with unit tests in the context of programs. Since assessing a
concrete scenario, and deciding whether it represents a desirable
behavior or not, is easier than interpreting a formula, the addi-
tion of concrete scenarios, appropriately tagged as “desirable” or
“not desirable”, into the Alloy specification setting has the value of
more directly capturing some expected properties of the specifica-
tion, allowing developers to gain confidence in their specifications.
This observation has motivated the introduction of AUnit [51], a
language and tool that helps developers to write Alloy test cases.
AUnit exploits the expressive power of Alloy to provide a syntax
for instance-based properties, that is reducible to Alloy itself.

As a simple example, in our linked list specification, we would
expect the empty list to satisfy RepOk. This expectation can be
captured using AUnit:

val EmptyList {
no List.header
@cmd{ RepOk() }

}
@Test ValidEmptyList: run EmptyList

The val new section corresponds to the introduction of a parameter-
less Alloy predicate [51]. These represent valuations in the logical
sense (valuations of formulas). Notice how a valuation can include

a command, the formula evaluated in the defined instance (or family
of instances) and that should evaluate to true to consider that the
test passes. AUnit allows one to define and run these test cases,
it defines notions of coverage and mutation for Alloy, which the
tool can measure, and even provides mechanisms to automatically
generate tests based on coverage and mutation [52].

2.3 Specification Defects and Repair
Even in Alloy, where the language has been designed to give speci-
fications a clear intuitive reading, it is common to make mistakes
while attempting to capture a specification, often due to overlooked
restrictions, or wrongly imposing too restrictive constraints (mak-
ing a specification stronger, in a logical sense, than necessary), as
well as using the language incorrectly (e.g., misinterpreting the ac-
tual meaning of operators). Thus, specifications must be validated
and debugged as is the case with source code. In Alloy, predicates
capturing properties of a specification, as well as assertions, are
the typical instruments for a developer to validate his or her speci-
fications. The typical approach to validate specifications in Alloy
involves both automated tasks and manual ones. First, developers
use the Alloy Analyzer to check for the bounded validity of asser-
tions, as well as for the satisfiability of certain predicates. If one of
these checks fails, it indicates an analysis outcome contrary to the
expectations, and thus the presence of specification defects or bugs.
Moreover, developers can improve this scenario by considering
scenario-specific checks on predicates and assertions, via the use
of AUnit test cases as explained above.

In the above cases, we have an explicit specification oracle, given
in terms of predicates and assertions, unit test cases, or both. If any
of these fails during analysis, the corresponding specification can
be deemed incorrect, and the debugging and specification repair
phases are initiated. These latter steps are typically performed man-
ually, and are arduous and time consuming. Thus, having automated
support to aid developers in specification debugging and repair is
important. Fortunately, some techniques for automated Alloy spec-
ification repair have been recently proposed. ARepair [55] was the
first such technique; it borrows concepts from program repair, and
applies them to automatically repair Alloy specifications, provided
the specification has a test suite repair oracle. ARepair relies on
Alloy test cases for fault localization (using a spectrum-based tech-
nique [58]), for guiding the repair process, and for deciding whether
a patch has been found (patch acceptance criterion) [55]. The tech-
nique uses mutation and systematic expression generation [57]
for producing patch candidates, and is able to efficiently generate
repairs that involve complex syntactic changes in the faulty speci-
fication. An alternative approach is BeAFix [11]. BeAFix does not
necessarily require test cases: it can be applied with specification
oracles based on standard Alloy predicates and assertions, as well
as test cases, or their combination. BeAFix uses these oracles mainly
as a patch acceptance criterion. It performs a bounded-exhaustive
exploration of a space of mutation-based patches. Thus, it either
finds a fix or guarantees that no such fix exists within the explo-
ration bound. It also implies that the repairs that BeAFix finds are
syntactically close to the faulty specification, leading to simpler
patches, but at the same time preventing the technique from fixing
specifications that require more involved syntactic changes.

Together with the scope, these commands indicate an expecta-
tion (a boolean represented with 1 for true and 0 for false), since
Alloy Analyzer allows one to indicate if a predicate is expected to
be satisfiable/unsatisfiable, and an assertion is expected to be valid
or invalid. Note that when, as a result of analyzing a command, an
analysis check is satisfiable (e.g., a predicate is found satisfiable, or
an assertion is found invalid), an instance witnessing this result is
produced. The developer can use it as an example of a satisfying
predicate, or as a violation of an intended assertion, to help confirm
his or her modeling decisions, and improve or debug the model,
when the result contradicts the expectation.
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in fact, Alloy instances are not even part of Alloy model’s syntax.
However, since the language is sufficiently expressive, a developer
can in fact specify concrete scenarios into an Alloy model. This is
used in many practical settings, in particular to make the constraint
solver “fill in” a partial scenario [54].

Concrete specification scenarios can also be useful as a vehicle
for validating formal specifications. The idea here is that, via the
definition of various concrete specification instances, and appropri-
ately indicating if these correspond to behaviors that are expected or
not from the specification, one would also be able to explicitly state
expectations on the specification. These will be scenario-specific,
as with unit tests in the context of programs. Since assessing a
concrete scenario, and deciding whether it represents a desirable
behavior or not, is easier than interpreting a formula, the addi-
tion of concrete scenarios, appropriately tagged as “desirable” or
“not desirable”, into the Alloy specification setting has the value of
more directly capturing some expected properties of the specifica-
tion, allowing developers to gain confidence in their specifications.
This observation has motivated the introduction of AUnit [51], a
language and tool that helps developers to write Alloy test cases.
AUnit exploits the expressive power of Alloy to provide a syntax
for instance-based properties, that is reducible to Alloy itself.

As a simple example, in our linked list specification, we would
expect the empty list to satisfy RepOk. This expectation can be
captured using AUnit:
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checks for our sample model are the following:

run RepOk for 5 but exactly 1 List expect 1
check ContainsTrueImpliesNonEmptyList for 10 expect 0

Together with the scope, these commands indicate an expecta-
tion (a boolean represented with 1 for true and 0 for false), since
Alloy Analyzer allows one to indicate if a predicate is expected to
be satisfiable/unsatisfiable, and an assertion is expected to be valid
or invalid. Note that when, as a result of analyzing a command, an
analysis check is satisfiable (e.g., a predicate is found satisfiable, or
an assertion is found invalid), an instance witnessing this result is
produced. The developer can use it as an example of a satisfying
predicate, or as a violation of an intended assertion, to help confirm
his or her modeling decisions, and improve or debug the model,
when the result contradicts the expectation.

2.2 Alloy Test Cases
Aswe just described, specification instances or scenarios are present
during Alloy modeling, as a result of the analysis. Instances wit-
nessing the satisfiability of a predicate, or counterexamples to the
validity of an assertion, are generated and returned to the devel-
oper, as a result of performing automated SAT-based analysis. But
scenarios are typically not described within the same Alloy model,
in fact, Alloy instances are not even part of Alloy model’s syntax.
However, since the language is sufficiently expressive, a developer
can in fact specify concrete scenarios into an Alloy model. This is
used in many practical settings, in particular to make the constraint
solver “fill in” a partial scenario [54].

Concrete specification scenarios can also be useful as a vehicle
for validating formal specifications. The idea here is that, via the
definition of various concrete specification instances, and appropri-
ately indicating if these correspond to behaviors that are expected or
not from the specification, one would also be able to explicitly state
expectations on the specification. These will be scenario-specific,
as with unit tests in the context of programs. Since assessing a
concrete scenario, and deciding whether it represents a desirable
behavior or not, is easier than interpreting a formula, the addi-
tion of concrete scenarios, appropriately tagged as “desirable” or
“not desirable”, into the Alloy specification setting has the value of
more directly capturing some expected properties of the specifica-
tion, allowing developers to gain confidence in their specifications.
This observation has motivated the introduction of AUnit [51], a
language and tool that helps developers to write Alloy test cases.
AUnit exploits the expressive power of Alloy to provide a syntax
for instance-based properties, that is reducible to Alloy itself.

As a simple example, in our linked list specification, we would
expect the empty list to satisfy RepOk. This expectation can be
captured using AUnit:

val EmptyList {
no List.header
@cmd{ RepOk() }

}
@Test ValidEmptyList: run EmptyList

The val new section corresponds to the introduction of a parameter-
less Alloy predicate [51]. These represent valuations in the logical
sense (valuations of formulas). Notice how a valuation can include

a command, the formula evaluated in the defined instance (or family
of instances) and that should evaluate to true to consider that the
test passes. AUnit allows one to define and run these test cases,
it defines notions of coverage and mutation for Alloy, which the
tool can measure, and even provides mechanisms to automatically
generate tests based on coverage and mutation [52].

2.3 Specification Defects and Repair
Even in Alloy, where the language has been designed to give speci-
fications a clear intuitive reading, it is common to make mistakes
while attempting to capture a specification, often due to overlooked
restrictions, or wrongly imposing too restrictive constraints (mak-
ing a specification stronger, in a logical sense, than necessary), as
well as using the language incorrectly (e.g., misinterpreting the ac-
tual meaning of operators). Thus, specifications must be validated
and debugged as is the case with source code. In Alloy, predicates
capturing properties of a specification, as well as assertions, are
the typical instruments for a developer to validate his or her speci-
fications. The typical approach to validate specifications in Alloy
involves both automated tasks and manual ones. First, developers
use the Alloy Analyzer to check for the bounded validity of asser-
tions, as well as for the satisfiability of certain predicates. If one of
these checks fails, it indicates an analysis outcome contrary to the
expectations, and thus the presence of specification defects or bugs.
Moreover, developers can improve this scenario by considering
scenario-specific checks on predicates and assertions, via the use
of AUnit test cases as explained above.

In the above cases, we have an explicit specification oracle, given
in terms of predicates and assertions, unit test cases, or both. If any
of these fails during analysis, the corresponding specification can
be deemed incorrect, and the debugging and specification repair
phases are initiated. These latter steps are typically performed man-
ually, and are arduous and time consuming. Thus, having automated
support to aid developers in specification debugging and repair is
important. Fortunately, some techniques for automated Alloy spec-
ification repair have been recently proposed. ARepair [55] was the
first such technique; it borrows concepts from program repair, and
applies them to automatically repair Alloy specifications, provided
the specification has a test suite repair oracle. ARepair relies on
Alloy test cases for fault localization (using a spectrum-based tech-
nique [58]), for guiding the repair process, and for deciding whether
a patch has been found (patch acceptance criterion) [55]. The tech-
nique uses mutation and systematic expression generation [57]
for producing patch candidates, and is able to efficiently generate
repairs that involve complex syntactic changes in the faulty speci-
fication. An alternative approach is BeAFix [11]. BeAFix does not
necessarily require test cases: it can be applied with specification
oracles based on standard Alloy predicates and assertions, as well
as test cases, or their combination. BeAFix uses these oracles mainly
as a patch acceptance criterion. It performs a bounded-exhaustive
exploration of a space of mutation-based patches. Thus, it either
finds a fix or guarantees that no such fix exists within the explo-
ration bound. It also implies that the repairs that BeAFix finds are
syntactically close to the faulty specification, leading to simpler
patches, but at the same time preventing the technique from fixing
specifications that require more involved syntactic changes.

The val new section corresponds to the introduction of a parameter-
less Alloy predicate [51]. These represent valuations in the logical
sense (valuations of formulas). Notice how a valuation can include
a command, the formula evaluated in the defined instance (or family
of instances) and that should evaluate to true to consider that the
test passes. AUnit allows one to define and run these test cases,
it defines notions of coverage and mutation for Alloy, which the
tool can measure, and even provides mechanisms to automatically
generate tests based on coverage and mutation [52].

2.3 Specification Defects and Repair
Even in Alloy, where the language has been designed to give speci-
fications a clear intuitive reading, it is common to make mistakes
while attempting to capture a specification, often due to overlooked
restrictions, or wrongly imposing too restrictive constraints (mak-
ing a specification stronger, in a logical sense, than necessary), as
well as using the language incorrectly (e.g., misinterpreting the ac-
tual meaning of operators). Thus, specifications must be validated
and debugged as is the case with source code. In Alloy, predicates
capturing properties of a specification, as well as assertions, are
the typical instruments for a developer to validate his or her speci-
fications. The typical approach to validate specifications in Alloy
involves both automated tasks and manual ones. First, developers
use the Alloy Analyzer to check for the bounded validity of asser-
tions, as well as for the satisfiability of certain predicates. If one of
these checks fails, it indicates an analysis outcome contrary to the
expectations, and thus the presence of specification defects or bugs.
Moreover, developers can improve this scenario by considering
scenario-specific checks on predicates and assertions, via the use
of AUnit test cases as explained above.

In the above cases, we have an explicit specification oracle, given
in terms of predicates and assertions, unit test cases, or both. If any
of these fails during analysis, the corresponding specification can
be deemed incorrect, and the debugging and specification repair
phases are initiated. These latter steps are typically performed man-
ually, and are arduous and time consuming. Thus, having automated
support to aid developers in specification debugging and repair is
important. Fortunately, some techniques for automated Alloy spec-
ification repair have been recently proposed. ARepair [55] was the
first such technique; it borrows concepts from program repair, and
applies them to automatically repair Alloy specifications, provided
the specification has a test suite repair oracle. ARepair relies on
Alloy test cases for fault localization (using a spectrum-based tech-
nique [58]), for guiding the repair process, and for deciding whether
a patch has been found (patch acceptance criterion) [55]. The tech-
nique uses mutation and systematic expression generation [57]
for producing patch candidates, and is able to efficiently generate
repairs that involve complex syntactic changes in the faulty speci-
fication. An alternative approach is BeAFix [11]. BeAFix does not
necessarily require test cases: it can be applied with specification
oracles based on standard Alloy predicates and assertions, as well
as test cases, or their combination. BeAFix uses these oracles mainly
as a patch acceptance criterion. It performs a bounded-exhaustive
exploration of a space of mutation-based patches. Thus, it either
finds a fix or guarantees that no such fix exists within the explo-
ration bound. It also implies that the repairs that BeAFix finds are
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syntactically close to the faulty specification, leading to simpler
patches, but at the same time preventing the technique from fixing
specifications that require more involved syntactic changes.

These repair techniques are complementary, and have advan-
tages and disadvantages. On one hand, being based on test cases,
ARepair can be greatly affected by overfitting, or put it in another
way, the quality of the patches greatly depends on the quality of
the test cases. Moreover, even when property-based oracles are
present in the specification, ARepair cannot profit from these, as it
only considers test-based oracles. BeAFix, on the other hand, being
bounded-exhaustive in nature, can suffer from scalability issues.
More precisely, when the required patches are relatively distant
(syntactically speaking) from the original faulty expression, it is
unlikely that BeAFix would be able to find such patches, as it ex-
plores mutation-based candidate patches in breadth-first, and these
grow exponentially with the depth of the search. As a concrete
example, consider again our linked list specification. As indicated
in the specification, it has a defect, in the definition of predicate
Sorted. In order to run ARepair, one needs to provide test cases.
Using AUnit, these test cases can be automatically generated (the
instances are automatically generated, but of course these still have
to be manually classified as “desirable” or “undesirable”). From such
automatically generated tests, ARepair is able to find a patch, but
an overfitting one: it passes the tests but it does not fix the issue. It
is only after the ARepair developers added some manually crafted
tests, that the tool fixes the specification. BeAFix, on the other hand,
does not need tests and can use the specification assertions, but
cannot produce a fix for this specification. Although the expres-
sion needed to repair it is in principle reproducible by BeAFix, the
mutation depth required to reach it, and the search space traversal
policy of the tool, make it infeasible for the tool to find this patch.

Our motivation is improving Alloy specification repair, by taking
advantage of ARepair’s efficiency and ability to generate complex
repairs, and at the same time dealing with overfitting in a better
way. Our approach works as follows. Given a faulty specification
with property-based oracles and test cases, first we attempt to repair
the specification using ARepair and the test cases. If a fix is found,
we contrast it against the property based oracles for confirmation.
If the fix passes the oracle, we are done. If on the other hand this fix
is spurious, we use the Alloy Analyzer to produce a new test, which
can be added to the suite disregarding the spurious fix. This process
is iterated. In this way, the test generation is driven by the repair
approach, and we reduce ARepair’s overfitting by taking advantage
of property based oracles.

3 THE ICEBAR APPROACH
3.1 Overview of the Technique
Test-based specification repair as realized in tools like ARepair
offers a number of advantages. On one hand, it ports successful
techniques applied in the context of program repair, to the context
of specifications. Approaches to fault localization, fix candidate
construction and incremental fix candidate checking, are all well
executed by ARepair, taking inspiration from similar techniques for
programs. Moreover, being based on a non-exhaustive approach for
patch generation, it constitutes a more efficient alternative to re-
pair, especially in contrast with BeAFix. However, as all techniques

based on tests, ARepair suffers from overfitting to a greater extent,
compared to techniques using stronger repair oracles. As usual
in the context of program repair, the test suite employed for fault
localization and repair is static, i.e., it does not change during the
repair process. This mechanism is graphically summarized as part
of Figure 2 (highlighted in green), where is clear what the inputs to
ARepair are, and how ARepair either fails to repair a specification,
or produces a patch that makes the input test suite pass. Notice how
ARepair views the faulty Alloy specification as a whole, without
discerning parts of it that actually represent property-based oracles,
such as predicates and assertions.

Our observation here is that, in the context of Alloy, it is typical
to have property-based oracles as part of the Alloy specification,
that may impose more general constraints on the expectations of
the specification, and that may be exploited to aid ARepair. Figure 2
shows an overview of our technique. It starts from a given faulty
specification, with a failing property-based oracle, and a (possibly
empty) test suite. It first runs ARepair with the test suite to attempt
to produce a patch. If a patch is found, we know that is passes the
test suite; we take this candidate and contrast it against the property-
based oracle in the specification. If, again, the specification meets
this oracle, we consider the patch a proper fix. If, on the other hand,
some property fails in the candidate patch, we use Alloy Analyzer to
produce instances, which are in turn translated into new unit tests,
to complement the original test suite and start over the ARepair
process. If a fix that passes both the corresponding test suite and
property-based oracle is eventually found, it is returned to the user.
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Figure 2: An overview of ICEBAR

The time factor is also important in the above described scenario.
Since ARepair can rather efficiently produce a fix (or an indication
that no fix is possible), it is possible to iterate the process after
validating a fix against a property-based oracle and strengthening
the test suite based on the resulting violations, while still being
efficient.

Our general description of the technique involves three main
stages: model repair, model validation, and test generation. We de-
scribe below how these stages are implemented. We also discuss
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certain technical challenges, in relation to how instances are pro-
duced from violated properties in spurious patches, and whether
these can effectively guarantee the progress in the repair.

3.2 Model Repair
The model repair phase of our approach consists of a black-box
usage of the ARepair tool. Our ICEBAR approach makes iterations
on the execution of ARepair, each of which is fully independent,
i.e., no information other than the current faulty specification and
test suite is passed between subsequent runs of ARepair.

ICEBAR is parametric on the Alloy model repair technique. It
may use any repair technique that expects as inputs a specification
and a test suite for it. The current version of ICEBAR uses ARepair.
It is important to remark though that, since the technique performs
multiple iterative executions of the repair approach, its efficiency
strongly depends on that of the tool being iterated. More precisely,
while a variant of the technique may be devised for non-test based
repair tools like BeAFix, the cost of running each instance (itera-
tion) of this tool would make our approach inapplicable. Notice that
our technique collects the property-based oracles from the faulty
specification itself (these are defined as part of the specification).
As these will be used as a stronger check on candidate fixes, they
are assumed correct and are not subject to direct modifications
during the repair process. For instance, assume that the specifica-
tion includes an assertion, that we consider an oracle, stating the
following:

∀x · p(x) → q(x)

where p and q are predicates in the specification. This formula is
assumed correct, and no syntactic modification is allowed on it.
However, predicates p and q, being part of the specification, may
be deemed incorrect by ARepair, and thus trigger modifications,
indirectly changing the semantics of the assertion. This is perfectly
tolerated by our approach.

3.3 Model Validation
Alloy models are validated by writing properties stating expec-
tations on the specification, which are analyzed via commands.
We call these property-based oracles. The two traditional ones are
predicate satisfiability (stating a property that the developer ex-
pects to be satisfiable with the model assumptions) and assertion
checking (checking that a given assertion is a consequence of the
model assumptions). As described earlier, Alloy models can also be
validated against specific scenarios, in particular using AUnit test
cases. We call the latter test-based oracles. Our assumption regard-
ing model validation is that the to-be-repaired specifications have
failing property-based oracles. Property-based oracles are inherent
to Alloy specifications, and thus this assumption is easy to satisfy.

Notice that the use of predicates in Alloy specifications exceeds
the statement of intended properties, as these also serve the pur-
pose of organizing a specification in terms of auxiliary formulas,
as well as for describing model operations, etc. We may ask the
developer to manually distinguish the specification from the ora-
cle, as proposed in [11]. Or, as we proceed in this paper, consider
the property-based oracle to be the set of all predicates and asser-
tions which have corresponding analysis commands. Without loss
of generality, we assume that predicate commands always have

satisfiability expectations, and assertion commands have validity
expectations (note that in Alloy, one can also state that expects an
assertion to fail, or a predicate to be unsatisfiable).

3.4 Test generation
The aim of the test generation phase is to produce new tests, af-
ter a model repair has produced an “incorrect” patch, i.e., a patch
that passes the current test suite, but does not satisfy the model’s
property-based oracle. These new tests will be used so that a new
incremental execution of model repair can be triggered. When vali-
dating an Alloy model against a property-based oracle, there are
two possible situations indicating the model is incorrect: having
an instance that satisfies the model assumptions but violates an
expected assertion (a counterexample), and not having instances of
a predicate expected to be consistent with the model assumptions
(an unsatisfiable outcome in the Alloy analysis). Our test generation
phase must be able to produce new test cases, to iterate the specifi-
cation repair process, in both situations. Moreover, the generated
test cases should strive to guarantee that, once incorporated into
the test suite for repair, the previously produced incorrect patch
cannot be generated as a repair candidate.

These two forms of property-based oracle violation are clearly
asymmetric, as one produces an instance (a counterexample) that
can be straightforwardly turned into a test case, while the other
gives an unsatisfiability outcome, from which generating a test
case is less direct. We will describe below how tests are specifically
generated, in each of these cases.

3.4.1 Dealing with Violated Assertions. Let us discuss violations to
assertions first. The situation is as follows. We have an Alloy model
M , a property-based oracle that includes an assertion A forM , and
a test suiteT , that fails onM . Model repair has been executed using
M and T , producing a repair candidateM ′. Although all tests in T
pass inM ′ (since this model is the result of the repair model phase),
M ′ does not satisfy the property-based oracle A. We have therefore
obtained an instance I of M ′, where all facts FM ′ of M ′ hold, but
assertion A fails.

The above-described erroneous situation captured by instance I
can be due to either having a bug in the model’s facts (e.g., these
being too weak and thus allowing some instances that should not
be allowed), or having a bug in the assertion A (e.g., the assertion
captures a property stronger than intended). That is, intuitively
either the facts are too weak, or the assertion is too strong (or both).
We would like to turn I into a new test imposing the requirement
that this erroneous situation should not be accepted in a patch of
the specification. We therefore build a new test case t capturing the
following property:

I ∧ (¬FM ′ ∨A)

That is, instance I will be either removed from feasible situations in
a patched version of the model (i.e., it will violate the model facts),
or it will satisfy the assertion. It is worth remarking here that FM ′

and A are not necessarily rigid formulas (otherwise the above will
necessarily be always false): since both facts and assertions may
call predicates and refer to functions in the model, changes in these
predicates and functions during the repair process will change the
semantics of the facts and assertion, turning the above test case
into a “passing” test case. With the just created new test case t , we
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can go back to the repair phase, and attempt to repairM again, now
with test suite T ′ = T ∪ {t}.

Notice that the test cases we just described are reliable test cases:
if we trust the assertion from which the test case was generated
(notice that we only need to trust the assertion itself, but not nec-
essarily the predicates or facts indirectly involved in it), we are
certain that the generated counterexample described an undesired
behavior, and thus we state so in the construction of the test case.

Finally, let us now argue why the new test case t will guaran-
tee that we can reattempt to repair model M , and the previously
produced spurious patchM ′ cannot be produced again. First, recall
thatM did not pass the test suiteT ; sinceT ′ containsT , we are sure
thatM does not pass T ′ and therefore the repair phase is enabled.
Second, letM ′′ be a patch generated fromM and test suiteT ′. This
patch must necessarily pass all tests in T ′, in particular t ; thus it
cannot beM ′, since we know that t fails inM ′.

3.4.2 Dealing with (Un)satisfiable Predicates. Let us now discuss
failing predicates. The situation is as follows. We have an Alloy
modelM , a property-based oracle that includes a predicate P forM ,
and a test suite T , that fails onM . Model repair has been executed
usingM and T , producing a repair candidateM ′. Again, although
all tests in T pass in M ′, M ′ does not satisfy the property-based
oracle P . We have therefore a situation in which P is inconsistent
with the facts FM ′ of M ′, i.e., FM ′ ∧ P is unsatisfiable (within the
employed analysis scope).

Since the unsatisfiability outcome does not produce an instance,
an obvious first approach to attempt to produce a new test case
is to find some alternative way of producing instances. First, if
besides the failing predicate we have a failing assertion, then we
are in the previously described situation: we can ignore the failing
predicate, deal with the failing assertion and reliably go back to the
repair phase. If, on the other hand, we have no failing assertion,
we may still be able to produce instances by resorting to non-
failing predicates. Assume P ′ is another part of the property-based
oracle for M , and P ′ is non-failing, i.e., it is consistent with the
facts FM ′ . We can then produce an instance I satisfying FM ′ ∧ P ′,
and generate a test case from I . However, although I satisfies P ′
(as expected), since I is an instance of the faulty specificationM ′,
we have no way of knowing whether I is a “desired” instance (a
behavior of the intended specification), or not. Figure 3 graphically
depicts the two possibilities for I : it is either an instance satisfying
the predicate and the faulty specification which also satisfies the
intended specification (green box), or is an instance satisfying the
predicate and faulty specification outside the intended specification
(red box). This leads to the following two alternative test cases:

tpos : I ∧ FM ′ ∧ P ′

tneд : I ∧ ¬(FM ′ ∧ P ′)

This is related to the oracle problem in software testing: in order
to classify the actual obtained outputs for given inputs as correct
or incorrect, one requires some reference. We do not have such a
reference in this case1. Instead, we consider the two possibilities.We
first hypothesize that the obtained satisfying instance is desirable
1One may argue that the developer can serve as an oracle in this situation, and decide,
for each generated test case, whether it represents a desired behavior or not. This
alternative would seriously undermine automation, an important characteristic of our
technique.

(a “positive” instance), add tpos as a test, and proceed with the
search for a fix. If no fix is found, we backtrack, change the positive
instance into a negative one (replace tpos by tneд ), and continue
from there. These test cases are then “unreliable”, in the sense that
we cannot be sure that they represent behaviors we want to include,
or correspondingly exclude, in an eventual fix of the specification.
In any case, when ICEBAR returns a fix, the set of all test cases
considered for the corresponding repair (including the “unreliable”
ones) are provided as feedback to the developer, who can further
examine them as introduced hypotheses that led to the produced
repair. If an inconsistency is found between these hypothesized
scenarios and the intended behavior, the correction can be made,
turning the corresponding test into a “reliable” one.

Finally, when we have no failing assertion nor non-failing predi-
cate in the property-based oracle, we still need to produce instances
from the unsatisfiability outcome for FM ′ ∧P . To obtain an instance
in this case, we systematically relax FM ′ by incrementally removing
conjuncts from this formula until a satisfiable formula is obtained
or no more conjuncts are left to remove. Then, as with instances
from non-failing predicates, and since the instances were obtained
by relaxing the facts, it is reasonable to consider these instances as
unreliable. We deal with these instances in the same way as with
the instances generated from non-failing predicates.

It is worth noticing that unreliable tests may originate from non-
failing predicates, and thus these tests may not be related with the
defects in the specification. These can in fact lead to previously
considered repair candidates. Nevertheless, these additional tests
provide extra information that can guide ARepair towards fixes
that, without these tests, would not be considered by the tool.

negative  
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Space of instances
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specification

Faulty 
Specification
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Figure 3: A description of how satisfying instances relate to
the specification, the corresponding predicate, and the be-
havior intended to be captured by the specification.

4 EVALUATION
We present an experimental evaluation of ICEBAR. We consider
three research questions.
RQ1 Does ICEBAR improve the repair effectiveness of ARepair?
RQ2 Are the tests produced by ICEBAR relevant to the repair

process?
RQ3 How does ICEBAR compare to other Alloy repair tools?

To approach these research questions we consider two different
benchmarks of faulty Alloy specifications: the Alloy4Fun project
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[37], and the benchmark of faulty specifications originally used to
evaluate ARepair in [55]. Alloy4Fun consists of 6 different template
models, with a total of 1936 human-written faulty variants, based on
specific modeling assignments resolved by different students. The
ARepair benchmark, on the other hand, is composed of 38 different
faulty specifications drawn from various domains. For each of these
models, we consider a corresponding correct version as oracle. All
the experiments below were run on an AMD Ryzen Threadripper
64-Core Processor with 64GB RAM, under GNU/Linux.

Answering RQ1, i.e., evaluating whether ICEBAR can improve
ARepair’s repairability, aims at analyzing if our technique can re-
place the manual effort of designing test cases to improve repair
effectiveness. We therefore only consider automatically produced
test cases. More precisely, for the ARepair benchmark, whose test
suites are composed of automatically generated tests (generated us-
ing the AUnit tool [51]) as well as manually produced tests, we only
consider the automatically produced tests for ARepair (the objective
of ICEBAR is to automatically produce the manual ones). In the case
of the Alloy4Fun benchmark, where no tests are present, we run
ARepair with test cases automatically generated using AUnit (using
the corresponding correct specifications as oracles for these tests,
as these needs to be manually classified as expected or unexpected).
ICEBAR is run, for both benchmarks, starting with empty test suites
(i.e., all tests are produced by ICEBAR’s counterexample-driven ap-
proach). Each experimentwas runwith a 1 hour timeout. The results
of this experiment are shown in Table 1. For each benchmark we
report the total number of faulty specifications, the average number
of tests that each tool was run with across all the corresponding
benchmark’s case studies, the number of correct fixes, overfitted
repairs, cases for which the corresponding tools failed to produce
a fix, and the average time it took each technique to process a
case study in the corresponding benchmark. We also summarize
the improvement in repairability, and for ICEBAR, report the av-
erage number of calls to ARepair (i.e., number of iterations of the
counterexample-driven approach), and the average percentage of
the repair time that was spent in executing ARepair (the remainder
is the cost of generating tests, and validating repairs).

The objective of RQ2 is to determine whether there is substantial
merit in ICEBAR’s test generation approach, to improve ARepair’s
performance. More precisely, we want to analyze if the cases that
ICEBAR improves over ARepair (i.e., when ARepair does not pro-
duce a fix or produces an overfitting fix, but ICEBAR correctly
repairs the specification) are due to the tests that it produces, or
are simply due to having more tests (or different tests) compared to
ARepair. To answer RQ2, we performed the following experiment.
For each case study, we consider the k number of tests that ICEBAR
generated, both when repairing the corresponding specification,
and when terminating due to timeout or without finding a repair.
For the corresponding case study, we generated multiple random
test suites of k test cases each, and ran ARepair with each random
suite. Table 2 shows the results of these experiments, reporting
the average across ARepair runs with random test suites. In rela-
tion to the different approaches that ICEBAR uses to produce new
tests (see Section 3.4), it is worth remarking that, for the ARepair
benchmark, 71% of the successful fixes used unreliable tests and, on
average, 45% of the tests used in each of these cases were unreliable.
Alloy4Fun cases required no use of unreliable tests.

Figure 4: Overlappings in repaired cases

Let us now focus on RQ3. We compare the three tools we are
aware of for automatically repairing Alloy specifications: ARepair,
ICEBAR, and BeAFix [11]. The ARepair and ICEBAR runs are ex-
actly as for RQ1, since we wish to evaluate these tools in a fully
automated context. For BeAFix, we run each experiment with the
property oracles, since as indicated in [11], this tool does not require
test cases. Table 3 summarizes the results of these experiments. For
each benchmark, tool and configuration, we report the number of
correct fixes found, overfitted fixes and timeouts (TMO), and the
average time for those cases in which the corresponding tool was
able to produce a fix. Again, we use Alloy Analyzer to contrast
fix candidates against a correct specification to check if a candi-
date is a correct fix. To further understand how these techniques
complement each other, we depict in Figure 4, for each benchmark,
which percentage of cases were only repaired by one of the tools
but no the others, as well as the overlap between the techniques
(percentage of cases that were correctly fixed by more than one
tool). The fastest between ICEBAR and BeAFix is highlighted in
boldface, together with its corresponding speedup over the other
tool (notice that we do not consider speedup with respect to ARe-
pair, which is the fastest but produces a high number of overfitting
cases). We will further discuss these results later on.

4.1 Assessment
We first discuss the results of the experiments for RQ1. The ex-
periments on the ARepair benchmark show that ICEBAR’s tests
improve upon ARepair’s effectiveness, increasing the number of
correct fixes from 9 to 21. Clearly, the complexity of the specifica-
tions and faults require higher number of ARepair calls by ICEBAR,
with an average of around 38 total ARepair calls until a fix is found.
Still, the 21 correct fixes found by ICEBAR are below the 26 correct
fixes found by ARepair as reported in [55], although 17 out of the
26 required introducing manually designed tests (as opposed to
ICEBAR, which fully automatically fixes the 21 cases).

We now analyze the experiments on the Alloy4Fun benchmark,
consisting of 1936 faulty specifications. We see that more than
54% of these are correctly repaired by ICEBAR, with an average
of about 6 ARepair calls until a fix is found. This is a significant
improvement in repairability (or similarly, reduction in overfitting)
compared to ARepair on automatically generated test suites, which
can only repair about 10% of the cases in this benchmark. Regarding
the experiments on this benchmark, it is worth observing in more
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Table 1: Impact of ICEBAR in automatically adding scenarios to improve repairability

Benchmark ARepair (automatic tests) ICEBAR
Total AVG. # cases AVG. AVG. AVG. #cases AVG. AVG. (%)Name cases # tests correct overfit time (sec.) # tests ARepair calls correct time (sec.) ARepair time

Imp

Alloy4Fun 1936 37,5 185 1492 31,5 9,8 5,9 1051 915,1 62% 5,7X
ARepair 38 42,9 9 18 152,2 18,6 38,2 21 744,6 56% 2,3X

Table 2: ICEBAR generated tests vs. Random generated tests

Benchmark ICEBAR tests Random tests
Total AVG. AVG.Name cases # tests # cases correct # cases correct

Alloy4Fun 1936 9,8 1051 ( 54,2%) 11 (0,6%)
ARepair 38 18,6 21 ( 55,2%) 0,7 (1,8%)

detail the cases that are not repaired by ARepair (nor correctly
or overfitted). Out of the 359 cases that ARepair reports as not
being able to repair, 92 (4.75% of the 1936 total number of cases) are
due to grammar issues, i.e., Alloy operators present in the faulty
specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are

two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the
expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
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specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
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specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
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specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
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specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
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Alloy4Fun 1936 9,8 1051 ( 54,2%) 11 (0,6%)
ARepair 38 18,6 21 ( 55,2%) 0,7 (1,8%)

specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to
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time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
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Table 1: Impact of ICEBAR in automatically adding scenarios to improve repairability

Benchmark ARepair (automatic tests) ICEBAR
Total AVG. # cases AVG. AVG. AVG. #cases AVG. AVG. (%)Name cases # tests correct overfit time (sec.) # tests ARepair calls correct time (sec.) ARepair time

Imp
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ARepair 38 42,9 9 18 152,2 18,6 38,2 21 744,6 56% 2,3X

Table 2: ICEBAR generated tests vs. Random generated tests
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Total AVG. AVG.Name cases # tests # cases correct # cases correct

Alloy4Fun 1936 9,8 1051 ( 54,2%) 11 (0,6%)
ARepair 38 18,6 21 ( 55,2%) 0,7 (1,8%)

specification that are not supported by ARepair. These are of course
not repairable by ICEBAR either, since this tool is based on repeated
executions of ARepair.

Regarding RQ2, ARepair can only repair, in average, about 1
case out of 38 for ARepair’s benchmark when using random test
suites (compared to the 21 that ICEBAR repairs). In the Alloy4Fun
benchmark, ARepair can correctly fix 11 out of 1936 cases when
using random test suites (compared to the 1051 cases that ICEBAR
is able to repair from this benchmark). These results clearly show
that the size of the test suites involved in ICEBAR’s correct fixes
is not the reason for the technique’s effectiveness: “useful” tests,
that actually guide the repair process, are necessary, and ICEBAR’s
counterexample-driven approach provides them.

Moving to RQ3, when observing the ARepair benchmark results,
BeAFix and ICEBAR have similar fix rates, with BeAFix having a
margin over ICEBAR. Neither of the tools completely subsumes
the other in terms of repairability: 5 cases are repaired by ICEBAR
but not by BeAFix, and 8 cases are repaired by BeAFix but not
ICEBAR (notice that BeAFix repairs 4 cases that are not within the
26 repaired by ARepair with manually designed tests).

The results on the much larger Alloy4Fun benchmark allow us
to further explore these issues. Again, ICEBAR and BeAFix have
good fixing rates, 51% of the total are repaired by BeAFix, and 54%
of the total are repaired by ICEBAR. The overlap figure shows that,
again, none of these tools fully subsumes the other: they overlap in
773 cases (40%), 208 (11%) are repaired by BeAFix but not ICEBAR,
and 278 (14%) are repaired by ICEBAR but not BeAFix. Here we
should notice that 54 cases (2.8%) cannot be handled by ICEBAR
because they use Alloy operators that ARepair does not currently
support. Finally, if we compare the tools in terms of efficiency, in
both benchmarks and for most cases, ICEBAR improves the running
time and provides a significant speedup over BeAFix.

In order to qualitatively assess the kind of repairs that ICEBAR is
able to generate over BeAFix, we manually examined the specifica-
tions that were correctly repaired by ICEBAR, but for which BeAFix
was unable to produce a fix. Our analysis indicated that there are
two different reasons preventing BeAFix from finding patches in
these cases. On one hand, some patches require mutations to the

expressions that, according to [11], BeAFix does not currently sup-
port. As an example, consider the following faulty expression from
a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
no ~adj.adj

The specification is faulty, and a manual fix for it is:
no (iden & adj)

BeAFix cannot produce this fix, as it does not support the kind of
expression mutations to arrive to it from the faulty specification.
Notice that this may be overcome extending the set of mutation
operators for the tool, which at the same time increases the search
space, a critical issue for bounded-exhaustive approaches as the
one BeAFix implements. For the above case, ICEBAR is able to find
the following equivalent fix:
no (~(~(iden & adj))).adj

which is also beyond what BeAFix can produce.
Other cases can in principle be repaired by BeAFix, but would

require multiple mutations to single faulty points. Since BeAFix
explores the space of candidate repairs in breadth-first, i.e., from the
syntactically closer to the faulty expression to more distant ones,
the patches would require BeAFix to reach search depths that are
infeasible for the tool. Consider for instance the following faulty
expression from a specification in the Alloy4Fun benchmark:
all u:User , w:Work, i:Institution |

w in u.profile && (w.source = u || w.source = i)

is repaired by ICEBAR with the following correct patch:
all u:User, w:Work, i:Source { ((w in (Source.(~source))) &&

(((u + (profile.w)) = u) || ((w.source) = ((w.source) - u))))}}

It is clear that the syntactic distance between this patch and the
original expression makes it infeasible to reach, within reasonable
time, for BeAFix. The manual fix for this faulty specification is:
all u:User, w:Work | w in u.profile implies

(u in w.source or some i:Institution | i in w.source

which cannot be produced by BeAFix either, since it requires ex-
pression mutations that the tool does not support.

All these experiments can be replicated as indicated in [3]. We
also provide a Github repository with ICEBAR’s implementation
[4].

4.2 Threats to Validity
To account for threats to validity, we have considered various issues
and made some design decisions in our experimental evaluation.
First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to
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Table 3: Comparison of Alloy specification repair tools

Benchmark ARepair (automatic tests) ICEBAR BeAFix
Total # cases AVG. # cases AVG. # cases AVG.Model cases correct overfit TMO time (s) correct overfit TMO time (s) correct overfit TMO time (s)

graphs 283 19 243 0 1,4 237 0 0 15,6(43X) 232 0 51 673,1
lts 249 1 248 0 0,4 73 0 2 71,6(42X) 41 0 208 3013,0
cv 138 2 116 0 2,2 86 0 7 479,4(3X) 82 0 56 1472,0
production 61 27 32 0 2 36 0 0 71,7(4X) 56 0 5 311,4
trash 206 48 140 0 4,7 195 0 2 101,5(4X) 183 0 23 405,0A

llo
y4
Fu

n

classroom 999 88 713 0 59,2 424 0 352 1661,5(1X) 387 0 612 2221,7
Summary 1936 185 1492 0 31,5 1051 0 363 915,1 981 0 955 1788,3

addr 1 1 0 0 5,1 1 0 0 9,1 1 0 0 0,5(18X)
arr 2 2 0 0 4,7 2 0 0 47 2 0 0 2,4(19X)
balancedBST 3 1 1 0 268,6 2 0 1 1528,8(1X) 1 0 2 2400,1
bempl 1 0 0 0 3,3 1 0 0 28,8(124X) 0 0 1 3600,0
cd 2 0 2 0 2,2 2 0 0 5,8 2 0 0 0,7(8X)
ctree 1 1 0 0 3,9 0 0 0 8,6(418X) 0 0 1 3600,0
dll 4 0 3 0 20,2 3 0 1 1742,9 3 0 1 902(2X)
farmer 1 0 1 0 32,7 0 0 0 3600,0 0 0 1 3600,0
fsm 2 2 0 0 3,9 2 0 0 178,8(10X) 1 0 1 1800,2
grade 1 0 1 0 101,7 1 0 0 4,5(800X) 0 0 1 3600,0
other 1 0 0 0 2,9 0 0 0 31,1 1 0 0 3,1(10X)

A
Re

pa
ir

student 19 2 10 0 248,7 7 0 3 654,6(2X) 13 0 6 1185,6
Summary 38 9 18 0 152,2 21 0 5 744,6 24 0 14 1351,2

First, the subjects chosen for the experimental evaluation consti-
tute a chief threat to external validity, in particular due to a lack of
evidence that the results on these benchmarks will generalize to
arbitrary specifications. We chose the considered benchmarks be-
cause they have been previously used to evaluate other Alloy repair
techniques. Also, each specification has a correct version against
which we can automatically contrast to assess overfitting, and all
faulty specifications in these benchmarks are real human-written
defects (as opposed to synthetic defects, for which generalizability
is even harder to argue for). Note that we have considered the whole
benchmarks, composed of a large number of faulty specifications,
to avoid unintentional cherry-picking of specific subsets that may
inadvertently favor or disfavor some of the tools. The benchmarks
are admittedly composed of relatively small specifications, and
they may not capture many aspects of complexity present in larger
cases. They do, however, cover the entirety of the Alloy language,
and involve some complex kernels characteristic of larger realistic
Alloy specifications. We aim to promote comparative evaluation
and reproducibility of experimental results, which requires using
standard benchmarks and releasing implementations. The selected
benchmarks are the ones that the Alloy specification repair consid-
ers; and as indicated above, ICEBAR and all the experimental data
are available for experimental replication and validation.

ICEBAR depends on various external tools: Alloy Analyzer (as
the core for instance generation and specification checking), and
ARepair (for iteratively generating specification repairs from faulty
specifications and test suites). While these tools are not proved
correct, they have been used relatively extensively in the context of
Alloy specification, and are considered robust, providing us a good
degree of confidence on their soundness. We have taken official
releases of these tools, and used them without any modifications
(with the exception of a patch to a bug in ARepair that caused

the tool to crash2), to avoid accidentally affecting these tools (we
have inherited grammar limitations in ARepair, that we decided
not to resolve, to use externally developed tools and not affect our
experiments). Also, all these tools use SAT solvers as underlying
constraint engines, which can have some degree of nondetermin-
ism. We have run our experiments multiple times, and observed a
negligible effect of low level SAT solving nondeterminism in these
tools’ results.

A main threat to internal validity is the verification of overfitting
and correct patches. While these tasks may be performed manually,
doing so would increase the error proneness, and would be ineffec-
tive for the large Alloy4Fun benchmark. Having correct versions of
the to-be-repaired specifications allowed us to reduce this threat,
by using Alloy Analyzer to perform the checking.

5 RELATEDWORK
Alloy Repair. ICEBAR uses ARepair [55, 56] as an backend tool.

ARepair repairs faulty Alloy specifications based on a set of Al-
loy tests. It combines imperative program repair techniques, like
sketching [48] and mutation-based repairs [32]. ARepair can fix Al-
loy specifications with multiple bugs at different locations. It uses
AlloyFL [58] to localize faults, and in the experimental evaluations,
the test suites it requires to perform the repair have been automati-
cally produced using AUnit [51], from a correct version of the faulty
specification, to account for automated classification of generates
tests as desired or undesired. By using a non-exhaustive approach
for patch generation, ARepair effectively reduces its search space
and the number of repair candidates. However, ARepair is more
susceptible to produce overfitting repairs, due to its use of tests as
oracles.

2We will submit the patch to the official repository of the tool, as a pull request.
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ICEBAR mitigates overfitting by using property-based oracles,
which represent large families of intended behavior tests. The afore-
mentioned BeAFix tool [11] also repairs Alloy specifications using
property based oracles. Contrary to ARepair, BeAFix does not per-
form fault localization, and instead can use arbitrary external fault
localization tools, like AlloyFL [25, 58] or FLACK [63]. It also uses
Alloy counterexamples, but instead of doing so only to reduce over-
fitting (as we do with ICEBAR), they are also exploited to prune
certain partial fixes that can never lead to repairs. BeAFix finds
repairs by mutations. Unlike most mutation based approaches, such
as Gopinath et al. [17], Kim et al. [26] and Le Goues et al. [32],
which restrict the search space by limiting mutation operations,
BeAFix exhaustively searches for all possible candidates up to a
certain bound. ICEBAR is designed for a test-based repair tool.

Automatic Program Repair and Program Synthesis. Due to the
pressing demand for reliable software, automatic program repair
has steadily gained research interests and produced many novel re-
pair techniques. Constraint-based repair approaches, e.g., AFix [22],
Angelix [39], SemFix [42], FoRenSiC [10], StarFix [62], Gopinath et
al. [17], Jobstmann et al. [23], generate constraints and solve them
for patches that are correct by construction (i.e., guaranteed to
adhere to a specification or pass a test suite). In contrast, generate-
and-validate repair approaches, e.g., GenProg [32], Pachika [12],
PAR [26], Debroy and Wong [13], Prophet [36], find multiple repair
candidates (e.g., using stochastic search or invariant inferences) and
verify them against given specifications. Learning-based repair ap-
proaches, e.g., Fixminer [27], DLFix [33], DeepDelta [40], iFixR [28],
learns fixes from repair examples.

Some program synthesis and repair researches, e.g., [7, 30, 39,
42, 43, 49, 50], integrate existing tools, e.g., test-input generation
or symbolic execution, to synthesize desired programs. In general,
such integrations are common in modern synthesis works including
the multi-disciplinary ExCAPE project [1] and the SyGuS competi-
tion [2], and have produced many practical and useful tools such
as Sketch that generates low-level bit-stream programs [48], Au-
tograder that provides feedback on programming homework [46],
and FlashFill that constructs Excel macros [18, 19]. ICEBAR in-
herits these ideas and integrates a counterexample-driven repair
process with ARepair. Although our technique is in essence similar
to Sketch [48], the differences in context make our approach vary
from sketching, in particular on how counterexamples are exploited.
More precisely, the counterexamples that guide Sketch are always
reliable, i.e., Sketch does not need to deal with the “weak oracle”
problem inherent to our context, which leads us to assume that our
produced instances are valid/invalid, and results in branching in
the search for repairs.

6 CONCLUSION
We introduced ICEBAR, a technique that builds upon ARepair and
deals with the inherent overfitting arising from using test suites
as repair oracles. By using property-based oracles to validate fixes
and strengthen the test suite when a violation is found, ICEBAR is
effective in mitigating overfitting and generating complex patches.
Furthermore, using properties as oracles (rather than tests) makes

ICEBAR methodologically better suited for Alloy users, contribut-
ing to the Alloy model development process. ICEBAR is comple-
mentary to other state-of-the-art Alloy repair tools such as BeAFix:
both tools produce repairs that the other cannot; BeAFix leads to
shorter/clearer repairs, while ICEBAR is significantly more efficient.

This paper opens various lines for further work. Firstly, our
technique is mainly focused on dealing with overfitting, the most
pressing concern in automated repair. The readability of ICEBAR’s
patches is inherited from ARepair’s, and clearly calls for improve-
ment. Improving patch readability may be achieved either by im-
proving ARepair, or by post-processing ICEBAR’s output, e.g., ap-
plying some syntactic simplification techniques. We plan to explore
both options as future work. Secondly, the effectiveness of ICEBAR
may be affected by the “initial” test suite from which the repair is
launched. Although we have not studied this issue in this paper, we
plan to evaluate different strategies to generate initial test suites,
and how these impact ICEBAR’s repairability metrics.
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